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Here you can find the menu of Preston Farm Brewers Fayre in Stockton-on-Tees. At the moment, there are 16
meals and drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Charlotte

Harrison likes about Preston Farm Brewers Fayre:
We come regularly and seldom experience any issues the food is good and the staff do their best to circumvent

the supply problems. Last week we were assisted by Isabel who is quite new and she was lovely so helpful
friendly and bubbly who knew her role well and is a very good communicator Then on Sunday I witnessed

Rachael serve an elderly gentleman who had come alone for lunch and a drink the way she helped him was...
read more. As a guest, you can use the WLAN of the establishment free of charge. What Toby Holland doesn't

like about Preston Farm Brewers Fayre:
Staying at the premier inn for a night.. This place is just across the car park.. Usual Brewer's fair restaurant.

Arrived about 7:30. Restaurant was quite. Not many in. Ordered the prawn cocktail starter ad lasagna for main.
Prawn cocktail arrived in about 5 mins. Very cold. Been sat in the fridge for a while. Was expectable.. lasagna
arrived about 10 mins after the starter. Garlic bread only done on one side.. Salad... read more. Preston Farm

Brewers Fayre from Stockton-on-Tees is a good option for a bar if you want to have a cocktail after work and sit
with friends or alone, Indulge in the impressive view of the delicious preparations of the meals and also enjoy a
excellent view of some of the local places. Not to be left out is the large variety of coffee and tea specialties in

this restaurant, Furthermore, the drinks menu in this eatery is impressive and offers a good and comprehensive
selection of beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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Appet�er�
PRAWN COCKTAIL

Mai� course�
LASAGNA

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Carn� d� Ma�� - vo� Rin�
MIXED GRILL

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

Past�
BOLOGNESE

SPAGHETTI BOLOGNESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

BURGER

BREAD

SPAGHETTI

SALAD
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Opening Hours:
Monday 06:30 -00:00 
Tuesday 06:30 -00:00 
Wednesday 06:30 -00:00 
Thursday 06:30 -00:00 
Friday 06:30 -00:00 
Saturday 07:00 -00:00 
Sunday 07:00 -00:30 
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